Course Accessibility for the Deaf and Hearing Impaired

Most of our courses are completely accessible for our deaf and hearing impaired clients. These courses either have a full
readable transcript or were created without an audio option. The accessible courses include:
- Adopted: The Identity Project **
- Adopting the Older Child
- Adoption Tax Credit
- Becoming Your Child’s Best Advocate
- Braids, Curls, Twists and Twirls **
- Conspicuous Families
- Creating an Adoption Profile*
- Discipline and the Adopted Child: Ain’t Misbehavin’
- Ethical Considerations for Social Workers: Infant Adoption*
- Finding the Missing Pieces
- Foster Family to Forever Family******
- Let’s Talk Adoption
- Lifebooks
- Maintaining Connections *****
- Medical Issues in International Adoption
- Open Adoption 101 **
- The Journey of Attachment
- Tough Starts: Brain Development Matters ***
- Tough Starts: Treatment Matters ***
- Tough Starts: Parenting Matters ***
- Tough Starts: Family Matters ***
- We’re Home! Now What? For Parents of Newly Adopted School-Aged Children *
- We’re Home! Now What? For Parents of Newly Adopted Toddlers/Preschoolers *
- With Eyes Wide Open ****
Note:
All courses for our Hague Package are accessible.
* Most content is delivered via audio narration. Full transcript of narration is available via the Notes tab on each slide.
You can view/read the transcript while viewing the slide.
** All of *, plus: Video transcripts also appear in the Notes that can be seen while slide is up.
*** No audio narration. There are videos and they are transcribed, but the transcripts are
found on the lower left hand corner of each course. Click on the pencil and the “Transcript” of the video will come up.
**** Most of the course is accessible. There are several instances where you are asked to listen to sounds such as sirens,
ringing phones, etc and think about how your child might react to these new sounds. This exercise is not accessible to
the hearing impaired but can be skipped over and constitutes only a small portion of one lesson in a large course.
*** **No audio narration. There are some audio clips and they are not transcribed
*** ***No audio narration. There are some audio clips and the transcript is available under the clip.
Note: Only courses NOT accessible are ALL 3 of the China courses. Also NO webcasts are accessible.

